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Work from ANYWHERE with
Cloud Technology Solutions
Ah, the office. When we were growing up, “the office” meant the place
where Dad (and maybe even Mom) disappeared off to every morning.
You’d go off to school, he’d go off to the office. He’d get home just in
time for dinner, and want to change out of his work clothes. The next
morning, it was the same old thing: driving there, driving back. Change
into work clothes, change out of work clothes.
Fast-forward to now: let’s look at you. Are you doing the same things
Dad did? In this day and age, wouldn’t it be nice to have some other kind
of option? Something that was not only more convenient for you and
your employees, but also even more efficient than “the office”?
Folks, welcome to the age of cloud computing. Suddenly, the world
is now your “office.” Fix a document at a restaurant, pull up a file on a
business trip in Vegas, approve a project while vacationing in Paris. It’s
all yours now, anywhere you want it.

Cloud Computing Lets You Communicate, Collaborate,
and Control.
In addition to working remotely from anywhere, cloud computing also
allows you to stay in touch with not only your employees, but also your
clients. Consider being able to drop a file into your cloud messaging
program, and your co-workers instantly see it and can present their
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immediate feedback. You make the changes on the fly, then drop it right
over to your client. That very moment, he reviews the file and sends you
back a big “APPROVED!” complete with a thumbs-up emoji.
That’s modern business, folks. What part of “the office” was needed for
that? None. Nada. Zilch. Again – the world is now your office. As soon
as you have an Internet connection – no matter where you are on the
planet – you’re in “your office.” This is now the way the world works most
efficiently. Never again will you have to place that embarrassing call to
work, “Um, Sylvia? Would you mind going into my office and emailing me
the Truman file?” Instead, all your files are available the second you sign
into your network, regardless of the computer you use.

Sound great? It’s totally real, and Michell Consulting Group makes it
happen. One phone call, and MCG will customize an entire system for your
business to make this type of new work environment a complete reality.

Onsite Servers, Technology Licenses, System Updates
– They All Go “Bye-Bye.”
It’s happened to everybody:
You’re trying to work, and suddenly – BLIP! – “There is a more up to date
version of this program. Would you like to run the update installer now?”
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NO ---> *click!* “When would you like us to remind you about this system
update? In one hour? In one day? In one week?” Ughh! GO AWAY! *click!
click! click! click!*
With cloud technology solutions, those updates don’t involve you. All
updates are handled on the back end, so you’ll never be bothered by
another one of those pop-ups again.
Now, let’s talk about cost. Have you priced business servers lately?! If not,
we’ll save you the trouble: they’re insane. Seriously, buy a small house
instead – the resale value is ridiculously better. Until recently, business
owners have had to shell-out these crazy amounts in order to get their

“In addition to working remotely from anywhere, cloud
computing also allows you to stay in touch with not
only your employees, but also your clients. Consider
being able to drop a file into your cloud messaging
program, and your co-workers instantly see it and can
present their immediate feedback.”

businesses up and running. Nowadays, no on-site server necessary!
Everything updates right to the cloud, and you just pay the monthly service
fee. Plus, with MCG, we can also keep up with every single one of your
technology licenses on our end.
So basically, in the end, when you get your cloud technology solutions
from Michell Consulting Group, you simply leave all the tech stuff to us
while you spend all your time cultivating and growing your business –
again, from anywhere in the world. Doc Brown was right: the future is now!
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Call MSG for Your Cloud Technology Solutions.
Michell Consulting Group is the best in the area when it comes to cloud
technology solutions. Everyone’s ready to embrace “the world” as their
office – there’s a lot more fresh air, and a much better view than just what’s
outside your window. (Plus, it’s really, really cool to not have to pay rent or
buy office furniture!) This is the way of business’s future – join us in enjoying
every productive moment of it.
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8240 NW 52nd Terrace Suite #410 
Doral, FL 33166
305-592-5433
sales@michellgroup.com
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